Thank you for purchasing the F6 Overdrive. Our desire is that you enjoy playing it as much as we enjoyed
developing it. Please read this short manual before using the F6, as it contains important information to help you
get the most out of your new F-6 Overdrive.
Using a proper power supply is vital. An incorrect power supply can not only cause poor performance, but can
destroy the circuitry inside the pedal. Using an incorrect power supply can burn parts in the power section of the
pedal, and IS NOT covered by warranty. Never use a power supply from other appliances or a multipurpose
power supply. They are usually the wrong polarity, and may be AC voltage output. The proper power supply is
9V-15V DC, well regulated, with a 2.1mm female center negative jack, (Boss Style) designed for use with
effects pedals. Most modern pedals use this style power supply, they are available at any good music store. The
F6 draws ~12mA @9V DC
Your F-6 Overdrive comes with a 9V battery installed. You can access it by removing the four screws on the
bottom plate. To ensure the battery is not being drained when not in use, either keep an external power plug
inserted into the DC jack, or remove the signal IN jack.

Controls for the F6 are pretty straightforward:
Level: Overall output volume.
Drive: Sets the gain level of the circuit. Turn it down, with Level up for a clean boost. Turn it up, with Level
down for more distortion.
Treble: Controls the amount of highs frequencies.
Bass: Controls the amount of low frequencies.
Mid Shape: Sweeps the mid roll-off frequency. High setting are bright and aggressive, with emphasis on the
high mid-range frequencies. At low settings, it is smoother and warm, with emphasis on the lower mid-range
frequencies.
Relay True Bypass: On power up, the F-6 will default to the bypassed position. The LED will be off and your
signal will pass through the pedal unaffected.
The F6 overdrive was handcrafted in America by BigLloyde, inc. using high quality parts. It should give long
reliable service. The pedal is warrantied for 5 years from the ship date, and will be repaired or replaced at our
discretion if a problem arises. Please feel free to contact us anytime with questions or comments.
BigLloyde@biglloyde.com
Thank You,
Justin Simpson

